
The Monthly, say Yearly, is back!This time the post  remains open for 7 days i.e, till the 31st of 
December! The next daily question will be posted next year :)Hope this will be a good precursor 
to the Toughest quiz on this planet in the world :):)Oh! and yes wwe have a little more questions 
than usual  so YAY!! 

Questions by- Myqa, Googboog and yours truly 

Instructions: 

 This is a humongous post, so please be patient 
 PLEASE POST ALL YOUR ANSWERS IN A SINGLE REPLY 
 Some Questions may be arbit,may be not. 
 Questions 1-50 carry 1 point 
 51-85   carry 2 points 
 The last question for this round shall be uploaded on the 26th December at 2000hrs. All 

questions have been uploaded 
 Part points will be awarded based on the merit of the answer, 
 Questions 43, 45 & 85 have audios. Please visit the blog to listen to the same.  
 In case of thumbnails, as opposed full photos, please visit the blog 

 

Get Cracking! 

 
 
Question  1 

What? 



 

Question 2 

Opening of? 



 

Question 3 

Identify the game 

 

 

Question 4 



Id the Hindu goddess 

 

Question 5 

What act of renovation is attributed to this gentleman? 



 

Question 6 

Simple... Symbol for? 



 

 

Question 7 

Id the poet. Her great great grandfather had a great year, this year! 



 

Question 8 

What internet phenomena of 2009 does this cartoon depict 

 

Question 9 

Wear this and you'll become? 



 

Question 10 

Map showing what? 



 

 

 

Question 11 

Identify the building 



 

Question 12 

Id the book 



 

Question 13  

Id 



 

Question 14 

What? 

 

Question 15 

What is this act (no it is not the man who wears his undie outside) 



 

Question 16 

Id 



 

Question 17  

Recently, an internet site came up with a re-imaging of a work of literature for computer users! 
What is re-imaged here? 



 

 

Question 18 

Stamp commemorating? 



 

Question 19 

What physical phenomenon is shown?  



 

 

Question 20 

Welcome to? 



 

 

Question 21 

What is this? 

 

Question 22 

Who?Why famous? 



 

Question 23 

Step by step process to create? 





Question 24 

36-24-36---> Who? 

 

Question 25 

What are these people trying to re-enact? 



 

Question 26 

(In)famous??Who? 

 



Question 27 

Isn't he Mr.Farsighted??? 

 

 

Question 28 

RS cover as a tribute to? 



 

Hint 

 



Question 29 

What is his contribution to English Literature? 

 

Question 30 



Pray, what is this? 

 

 

 

Question 31 

Jest a Venn Diagram... Making fun of?? 

 

Question 32 

Which movie? 



 

Question 33 

What animal is this  genius  carrying? 



 

Question 34 

Id 

 



Question 35 

Whose Girls? 

 

 

Question 36 



Identify the movie 

 
Click to enlarge 

Question 37 

Replica/rebuild of ? 

 

Question 38 

Simple, which music album comes to your mind? 



 

 

Question39 

Identify 



 

Question40 

What the eff is this? 

 



 

 

Question41 

Who is that old man? 

 

what does he have to do with this picture? 



 

Question42 

Id the man on the left 

 

Question43 

Music for what, who is the composer?(sorry about the quality) 

[AUDIO] 

 

Question44 



This individual, an administrator in a province just outside of Calcutta, India, has left an indelible 
mark 

Who what? 

 

Question45 

Who original artist? Where was this(not original) used famously,but in a failed venture. 

[AUDIO] 

 

Question46 

Identify Dawg! 



 

Question47 

Pop Culture...A lady connects these three images Who? 



 



 



 

Question48 

Parody of? 



 

Question49 

They are not sisters, oh wait a minute are they? 

 



 

Question50 

Which company? 

 

 

Question51 

Identify both and connect  



 



 

Question52 

A test of character! The angle shown in this map has a limiting effect, or so many believe. How? 
What? Kyon? Kahaaan? Kaise? 



 

Question53 

All these girls have something in common. Who they? What's common? 



 



 



 

Question54 

Id 



 

Question55 

Two people connect these paintings. Id both 





 

Question56 

This famous character from a famous farcical comedy,became immortal thanks to an event in the 
late 1800s... How? Who is this? 

 

Question 57 

Identify all(a must) and connect and tell me the story, and btw you have all the time in the world 



 





 

Question 58 

Show me the 4th line. 

 
Click to enlarge 

Question 59 



What/Who connects these ladies 

 

Question 60 

Connect 

1. 



 

2. 



 

 

Question 61 

Who he?What is his most famous creation? 



 

Question 62 

Which head of state can you link these animals to? 

A. 

 

B. 



 

Question 63 

Mandatory Disney question.... 

Identify and connect these ladies 



 



 

Question 64 

Id the artist and where was this art work destined to be used? No part points 

 

Question 65 



who is that and who is he saluting 

 

Question 66 

Connect 



 

Question 67 

A formula 1 driver with a record that shouldn't be broken. Who? What? 



 

 

Question 68 

This botanical thing shown exists in place 2 (shown). Now why is it so famous?(atleast people 
believe so).Pic 3 has roundly reduced the difficulty of the question!Just explain 

1. 



2. 

 

3. 

 



Question 69 

Identify.How are they different from the rest? 

 

Question 70 

Id both... 

 



Click to enlarge 

 
Question 71 

Identify both & please tell me who comes next? 

1. 

 

2. 



 

Question 72 

The murals shown depict?Artist? 

 



 

 

Question 73 

Id and connect 



 



 

Question 74 

Philosophic endeavor,in the pre-upanishadic thought, was directed primarily to find a remedy 
for  the ills of life,and the consideration of metaphysical questions came in as a matter of course. 
This is clearly indicated,for example, by the designation, sometimes applied to the founders  of 
the several schools , of __________ which literally means 'ford-maker' and signifies one that has 
discovered  the way  to the other shore across the troubled ocean of samskara. 

Question 75 

Mr X  met Miss Y in 1913, he married her in 1915.His honeymoon was in  Mauritius.After his 
honeymoon, Mr X completed his PhD in 1922. 

In 1923, Mr X and Miss Y decide that "its time to have some kids". 

In 1925  Miss Z is born;In 1929 Mr Alpha Q is born 

Miss Z married in 1950 to Mr K is Koli. Miss Z Alpha Q-Koli, also, like her father, completed 
her PhD.In 1957 Mr Sol Han Aata Koli(S H Aata from now on) is born. 

S H Aata is a genius, a prodigy. In 1982 he designs a contraption and travels to places unseen 
and unheard of. In 1985-- he decides to take a gamble-- he goes to 1910. Here, he meets X-- 
befriends him.S H Aata like the age so much he decides to stay there for a longer period of time. 
In 1912 due to some difference of Opinion S H Aata pushes X over the cliff and X suffers  
severe head injuries. 10 days later X dies. S H Aata is now guilty of crime and is subpoenaed by 
Mr L K Bandt, X's father. Now, S H Aata  is missing. Why? 



Question 76 

What? 

Clue:(Id this also) 

 

Question 77 

Connect 



 
Click to enlarge 

Question 78 

What device? 

 

Clue: 



 

Question 79 

What started here?? 

 

Question 80 

Why famous? 



 

Question 

 

Question 81 

Who? 

 



Question 82 

Connec 

and Question 9 

Question 83 

Easy question, but still... Identify & connect 



 



Question 84 

Will this creature stand the test of time? 

 

Question 85 

Just put connectu 



 

[AUDIO] 

 

 


